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Scalable Parallel Algorithms for Dynamic Programming on Tree
Decomposition
Mohamad M. Yassine
ABSTRACT
Dynamic programming on tree decompositions is often a key for solving a wide-
range of optimization problems that would otherwise be intractable. Operations on
tree decompositions are amenable to parallelization. However, a systematic approach
towards such parallelization is still lacking. In this work, we present a generic and flex-
ible framework for parallel dynamic programming on tree decompositions that can be
easily adapted to solve any graph theoretic optimization problem on graphs of bounded
treewidth. We show the effectiveness of our framework using the Dominating Set prob-
lem as a case study. Our experiments show notable speedups compared to the serial
approach.
Keywords: Parallel Processing, Tree Decomposition, Treewidth, Dynamic Program-
ming, Dominating Set.
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Chapter One
Introduction
Most graph theoretic optimization problems are known to be computationally intractable,
or NP-Hard. Such problems are unlikely to have polynomial-time algorithms. They
are usually solved using exhaustive search, which leads to algorithms that have an ex-
ponential (or super-polynomial) running time depending on the size of the instance
(graph). Although there are efficient and clever algorithms formulated for some of
the problems to reduce the running time, their complexity will always remain super-
polynomial as long as P 6= NP. For graph problems, this hardness depends also on the
special class of graphs in question. A notoriously hard example is the DOMINATING
SET problem, which finds application in a large variety of domains such as routing
problems Wu, Cardei, Dai, and Yang (2006).
Parameterized complexity theory is a recent branch of computational complexity in-
troduced by Downey & Fellows Downey and Fellows (2012). The main objective
is to classify computationally intractable problems with respect to one or more input
parameters rather than the size of input. For instance, in the dominating set problem,
rather than finding the exact solution set, we restrict the solution to be of size k (and
it has to be feasible as well). Other parameters can also be used such as graph genus,
treewidth, etc... The computational complexity of many problems can be polynomial
with respect to the input size while being super-polynomial with respect to the used pa-
rameter(s). Thus, some problems become tractable when certain parameters are fixed.
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In such cases the problems are classified as fixed-parameter tractable (FPT ) in the
realm of parameterized complexity. Problems that are unlikely to be FPT , or hard for
the class FPT , are classified as being W [t]-hard for some t ≥ 1 while problems that
are not solvable in polynomial time when the parameter is a small fixed constant are
para-NP hard.
Some optimization problems can be solved via the well known Dynamic Programming
technique (DP). DP is used to divide a complex problem into sub-problems and store
the optimal solution of each sub-problem to avoid recomputing it. DP has been used
in old classical graph theoretic problems like, for example, obtaining the length of
the shortest path between any two vertices in a graph. There are two well known DP
algorithms for this problem: the Bellman–Ford algorithm (see Ekpanyapong, Water-
wai, and Lim (2006)) and the Floyd–Warshall algorithm (see Wimmer and Lammich
(2017)). The DP technique is mainly a space–time trade-off where storing the data in
a table allows to speed up computations.
Parallel algorithms are adopted to speed up highly demanding computations when mul-
tiple machines are available. The most used technique is divide and conquer which
consists of partitioning the input of a problem among the processing units, or cores,
so that each core solves its assigned subproblem then solutions are combined to obtain
a final answer. Another approach that has been used recently to design parallel exact
algorithms for NP-hard problems consists of partitioning the search space of a prob-
lem instead of partitioning the input itself. This is especially useful for graph problems
since the input-partitioning approach is often infeasible. In fact, the search space par-
titioning approach proved to be highly effective on many had graph theoretic problems
(see Abu-Khzam, Daudjee, Mouawad, and Nishimura (2015); Abu-Khzam, Langston,
and Shanbhag (2004); Abu-Khzam, Langston, Shanbhag, and Symons (2006); Abu-
Khzam and Mouawad (2012) for more information).
Restructuring the graph is another method used to speed up computations, and one of
the widely used restructuring is tree decomposition (TD). It basically maps the graph
2
Figure 1: An example of tree decomposition.
into a tree structure which is later explored. An example of mapping a graph into a
TD is illustrated in figure 1. With this technique, we further reduce the graph into sub-
graphs so that algorithms are efficient on each subgraph. A reason why TD is widely
used is due to the effective use of dynamic programming by assigning a table to each
tree node, whenever applicable. Dynamic programming on tree decomposition can be
used for many combinatorial problems and have also been employed for problems from
computational biology, constraint satisfaction, and probabilistic networks Bodlaender
and Koster (2010).
Dynamic programming on tree decomposition is obviously amenable to paralleliza-
tion, mainly because the parent-child computations can be performed in a rather in-
dependent manner. The thesis aims at developing a parallel framework for solving
domination-like problems using the (generic) Dominating Set problem as a case study.
Our framework, which focuses mainly on the dynamic programming on tree decom-
position method, promises to be highly scalable in terms of number of computational
units or cores.
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Only two attempts have been made in the literature on parallelizing dynamic pro-
gramming on tree decomposition. The first is done by Sullivan, Weerapurage, and
Groër (2013), and their work primarily focuses on the maximum weighted independent
set problem, and they used a parallel framework called MADNESS (Multiresolution
Adaptive Numerical Environment for Scientific Simulation), which is used to man-
age dependencies and hide latency, global name spaces task distribution, non-process-
centric computing, and dynamic load balancing and data redistribution Sullivan et al.
(2013). The second is presented by Wang, Chen, Liu, and Hu (2013), and their work
utilized map reduce instead of MPI, and only focuses on the maximum weighted in-
dependent set problem as well. We note that none of the two mentioned approaches
develops a general framework for tackling graph problems.
The thesis is organized as follows. In chapter II, we introduce some graph theoretic
terms and give some needed definitions. In chapter III, we overview dynamic program-
ming on tree decomposition. In chapter IV, we present our framework. In chapter V,
we present our testbed implementation and experimental results. Finally, we conclude
this thesis in chapter VI.
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Chapter Two
Preliminaries
Throughout this thesis, we adopt common graph theoretic notations and terminologies
described in Diestel (2006). Let G = (V,E) be finite, simple, and undirected graph
with vertex set V and edge set E. We denote by n = |V | the number of vertices in G
and by m = |E| the number of edges. If (u,v) ∈ E, u and v are said to be adjacent. We
denote by NG(v) the neighborhood of vertex v, i.e. the set of all vertices adjacent to v.
The degree of a vertex v, degG(v), is defined as the number of edges incident to v and it
is equivalent to |NG(v)| in simple loop-less graphs. We also assume that the graphs will
be connected otherwise the technique we are using can be applied for each connected
component of the graph. Let H = (V ′,E ′) be a subgraph of G such that V ′ ⊆ V and
E ′ ⊆ E. H is said to be an induced subgraph of G if it is obtained (form G) via vertex
deletion only. In other words every edge in G that connects two vertices from V ′ must
belong to E ′. A complete graph, or clique, is a connected graph where every pair of
vertices are adjacent.
A dominating set S in G is a set of vertices satisfying S∪{v ∈V : N(v)∩S 6= φ}=V .
In other words, every vertex of G is either in S or a neighbor of a vertex in S (i.e.,
dominated by S). Thus, the minimum Dominating Set problem aims at partitioning
vertices into two groups: the dominating and the dominated, so that the dominating
set is as small as possible. The need for domination appears in many domains such as
social networks and wireless networks. A dominating set in a wireless network can be
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considered as selecting a subset of wireless routers such that the routers reach all other
wireless routers in the networks in order to minimize the communication overhead. In
social networks such as Facebook, a minimum dominating set would be a small set of
people with the largest number of friends so that one can use the dominating elements
to spread news and positive influence.
Figure 2: An example of a dominating set instance. The optimal solution is selecting
vertices c and d.
Dominating set has been extensively studied in the literature due to its substantial im-
portance in social network and computer network applications. There are over 300
papers related to domination in graphs. It is so widely used that there were several
variants of the problem, such as connected dominating set and global defensive al-
liance. Another closely related problem is the Independent Set problem where the
required set has to cover all other vertices and the vertices in the set have to be totally
disconnected (no edges between any pair of vertices in the independent set).
An obvious exact algorithm for Dominating set is brute force enumeration which takes
time O(2n), but the current-best exact algorithm has running time in O(1.5048n) Rooij,
Bodlaender, and Rossmanith (2009). If the input graph has treewidth k and a corre-
sponding tree decomposition is given, then we can solve Dominating Set in O∗(3k).
In many real settings, the absolute minimum is of little importance. Rather, a certain
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satisfactory dominating set size can be required. This number is often called the natural
parameter. In fact, the (natural) parameterized version of dominating set is formally
stated as follows: given a simple undirected graph G and a parameter k, is it possible
to find a dominating set of size at most k in G? The minimum k such that the graph G
has an k-dominating set is called the domination number of G.
While solving NP-Hard problems in efficient time is highly unlikely, it turns out that
the introduction of some extra parameters to the problem might render the problem
tractable when the parameters are fixed. A Fixed-Parameter tractable (FPT) problem
with a parameter k is a problem that is solvable in time that is exponential only with
respect to its fixed parameter k and polynomial with respect to the input size. More
formally, a problem is FPT if it has an algorithm with running time in O( f (k)nc) where
c is a constant and f is an arbitrary function of k.
The notion of a tree decomposition was introduced by Robertson and Seymour in 1984.
Roughly speaking, this is nothing but mapping of the vertives of a graph G into a tree
T such that each vertex of the graph is mapped into a subtree of T . Moreover, every
node of the tree contains an induced sub-graph of G.“Graph minors. III. Planar tree-
width” (1984). We will label a tree decomposition as (T , Y ) of a graph G where T is
the tree decomposition and Y are the set of tree nodes: Y = {y1,y2, · · ·ym}. The tree
decomposition has the following characteristics:
1.
⋃
i yi =V
2. ∀e = (u,v) ∈ E⇒∃(u,v) ∈ yi
3. Intersection Property: ∀yi,y j,yk ∈ T , if y j is on a path from yi to yk in T , then
yi∩ yk ⊆ y j
To avoid any confusion, we will denote the term vertex to refer to an element in the
graph G and the term node or bag to refer to an element in the tree decomposition T .
It is worth noting here that, due to (2) and (3) above, the vertex set of every clique
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in the graph G must be totally contained in a node of the corresponding tree in a tree
decomposition of G.
The width of a tree decomposition is defined as maxv∈T |Xv|− 1, and the treewidth of
the graph G, or tw(G), is the smallest width achievable over all possible tree decom-
positions of G. It is sometimes (informally) considered a measure of how tree-like a
graph is or how accurately a given graph can be approximated by a tree. The Treewidth
problem is simply posed as follows: given an undirected graph G, what is the treewidth
of G, or: is it possible to compute a tree decomposition with the minimum width? This
problem is NP-Hard Korach and Solel (1993) but falls in the class FPT when parame-
terized by the treewidth itself. Yet the Treewidth problem is known to be too difficult to
solve due to the large super-exponential function of the parameter in the running time
of the best-so-far algorithm, but some approximation strategy achieve satisfactory out-
comes Bodlaender (1997). For several special graph classes, there exist polynomial
time algorithms to determine the treewidth of graphs in the class, e.g. for chordal
graphs, circular arc graphs, circle graphs, and distance hereditary graphs Bodlaender
(1997). This exploit of k helped solve huge instances of many problems without falling
prey to their exponential explosions Abseher et al. (2014). An example showing more
than one tree decomposition of a graph is provided below in Figure 3.
Tree Decomposition is widely used because the treewidth of a graph could very well
be small for some important graph classes such as outerplanar graphs. Small treewidth
implies the existence of small separators in the given graph, which is a property that is
plausible for divide and conquer algorithms, making some hard computational prob-
lems easier to solve exactly instead of resorting to approximation or heuristic tech-
niques. Alas, using dynamic programming on tree decomposition is a memory hungry
as we shall see when we present our approach in the next section.
Many approximation algorithms were developed to obtain the treewidth of a graph
within a factor of 1.5 from the optimal on planar graphs, but it is difficult to calculate
such factor on arbitrary graphs Bodlaender (1997). Nevertheless there are some heuris-
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Figure 3: An example of tree decomposition with different treewidths.
tics that provide a “good” tree decomposition in polynomial time. Charwat (2015)
A nice tree decomposition can be constructed from any tree decomposition in polyno-
mial time in approximately O(|tw|2|Y |) with the same tw of T . A nice tree decomposi-
tion is characterized by the following properties of its nodes:
1. A node that has no children (Leaf node).
2. A node whose bag is a superset of at least one of the bags of its children (Increase
node).
3. A node whose bag is a subset of the union of the bags of its children (Reduce
node).
4. A node such that its bag and its children are equal (Stable node).
A nice tree decomposition simplifies the tree and turns it into a rooted binary tree, but
increases the height as well as the number of nodes (by approximately O(|tw||Y |)).
This also simplifies the dynamic programming technique that we intend to use on tree
decomposition since now there is a relationship between the parent and its children as
shown in figure 4.
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In general, using nice tree decompositions does not give additional algorithmic possi-
bilities, but it considerably eases the design of algorithms, and one can also expect in
several cases to have better constant factors in the running time of algorithms that use
nice instead of normal tree decompositions Bodlaender (1997). Constructing a nice
tree decomposition works well in our favor, at a cost which we will elaborate on in the
next chapter. There can be multiple types of nice tree decompositions. Each author
would add their own properties such as Boadlander who adds all leaf nodes should
be of size of 1. This makes it a very nice tree decomposition (see Bodlaender, Bon-
sma, and Lokshtanov (2013)). The most common nice tree decomposition, and the one
we are using in this thesis is due to T. Kloks Kloks (1994). He shows the following
properties of nice tree decomposition:
1. Every node in T has at most two children making T a binary tree.
2. Y is a collection {yi} of subsets of the vertex set V of G such that:
(a) If a node yi has children y j and yk, then yi = y j = yk (Join node).
(b) If a node yi has a single child y j, then either:
i. |yi|= |y j|−1 and yi ⊂ y j (forget node).
ii. |yi|= |y j|+1 and y j ⊂ yi (introduce node).
(c) If a node yi has no children (leaf node).
We shall use the above notion of nice tree decomposition in the sequel to introduce
the dynamic programming technique and our parallel DP framework.
10
Figure 4: An example of a nice tree decomposition.
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Chapter Three
Dynamic Programming on Tree
Decomposition
In this chapter we introduce a sequential dynamic programming on tree decomposi-
tion framework. We shall mainly focus on the following three main aspects of the
computation:
Traversal. Where does the computation begin? For example, do we start from the
root or from the leaves?
Operations. What are the main operations performed to compute a solution?
Validation. How does the computation framework validate solutions obtained by a
tree node?
Dynamic Programming on tree decomposition is widely used to solve NP-hard prob-
lems in polynomial time on graphs of bounded treewidth. The general method works
by constructing all possible solution sets at every tree node. Of course, since the
treewidth is assumed to be bounded, the total number of solution sets is assumed to be
small. For covering problems, we can generate all possible combinations for each bag
in the tree decomposition. Then, each (generated) combination is a possible solution
for the subgraph induced by the vertices in this bag. As a result, we will enumerate,
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in each bag, ∑|yi|k=0
(|yi|
k
)
= 2|yi| subsets. We will store such data in a set (also refer-
ence as tables) denoted as S in the sequel. In terms of memory it is exponential as we
store ∑|T |i=0 2
|yi| integers in memory. This is an issue if we wish to store this amount
of memory on a single computer. In general the dynamic programming paradigm is
popular for its efficiency that is mainly due to avoiding recomputing solutions to com-
mon subproblems Corneil and Keil (1987). Moreover, there have been some methods
of decreasing the size of the sets done by Charwat Charwat (2015). However, even af-
ter parsing the combinations to filter out invalid solutions, we would still have a huge
number of computations. This issue will be tackled in the next chapter.
There are two possible ways of approaching dynamic programming on tree decom-
position. The “Top-down” approach works by starting the computation from the root
and moving all the way to the leaves in a “post-order” traversal in order to recursively
calculate partial solutions for each node in the tree, and again visit each node begin-
ning from the root to the leaves in the same way to construct the final solution. On
the other hand, the “Bottom-up” approach works by starting from the leaf nodes and
moving upwards were the final solution will also be stored at the root. This approach
can be handled in two ways, the first is a layered approach where the computation is
done on the nodes of the same layer in a backward breadth first search fashion. This
traversal adds a barrier for each level in the tree making the computation leveled. In
our case, we used the “Top-Down” approach on nice tree decomposition. Since all
nodes in T contain partial information of G, we will be computing partial solutions for
each node and these solutions will be joined as we are progressing through the tree. At
the root, all feasible solutions will be filtered and stored. Depending on the problem at
hand, we will select the optimal solution for the problem given. It can be characterized
as “computing tables of characterizations of partial solutions” for each node in a tree
decomposition of bounded width Bodlaender (1997).
The complexity of traversing the tree is O(n) since we will only have to visit each
tree node once, and usually the complexity comes from the computation due to the
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size of the solutions obtained as we progress through the tree. The calculations will
become node specific at a cost of having more bags than the tree decomposition. A
process might run out of memory if the treewidth is huge, and as the parent computes
a solution with its children via the introduce or join node operations then the solution
set will become larger in size.
The computation can be even simpler if we were solving the parameterized version of
the domination problem because we can drop the number of combinations from any
bag that are larger than the given parameter. Equivalently, we can enumerate solutions
in the same manner.
Thus, our framework consists of the following three operations.
Generate We used the concept of coloring to denote the possible states of a vertex.
We generate all possible colorings.
Filter This is the validation operation that will be fed the generated combinations and
filter out the invalid combinations (those that are not feasible local solutions.
Reduce This is the computation that will be performed between the parent and the
child, or depending on the tree node type.
We will be using the “Top-Down” approach, in other words a post-order walk utilizing
the algorithm for Alber et al. Alber and Niedermeier (2002) which was shown to take
O(3k|V |) time. We also consume O(3|yi|) memory since the generation of vertices is
basically the permutation with allowed repetition. Since the nice tree decomposition
provides a good structure of the tree, performing Dynamic Programming on it is made
easier because it becomes node-specific. In the algorithm, we assume that a vertex will
have one of the following three possible colors:
• Black: the vertex is in the solution.
• White: the vertex has a black neighbor (in the solution corresponding to this
combination).
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• Gray: no decision has been taken for the current vertex.
A valid solution would be a solution where all the white vertices are justified in the
sense that every white vertex has at least one black neighbor in the solution. Two
colorings are similar if for instance we have colorings A and B, then the coloring of
common vertices found in both A and B should exactly have the same color. Similarly,
a compatible coloring for a join node that has node A as the parent and nodes B and C
as the children is where the colorings of the vertices found in B and C have exactly the
same coloring in A. For example, if A colors vertex v black or gray, then B and C must
assign the same color to v. If A colors a vertex v white, then either B and C should
color v white, but none of them may color it black.
The sequential algorithm is shown in algorithm 1 below. The algorithm proceeds as
follows for each tree node type while moving in a post order manner in the tree:
• Leaf: Generate all possible colorings for the current vertices
• Introduce: For each combination in the child node, we will attempt to color and
add the extra vertex as shown in algorithm 5 and goes as follows:
– Gray: We simply color the extra vertex gray and store it.
– White: If it provides a valid solution, we will store it. Otherwise, we will
discard it.
– Black: We will color it black, update the cost, and store it.
• Forget: Generate all possible colorings for the node. For each combination in
the node, we fetch similar colorings between its combinations and all the child’s
combinations such that the extra vertex is either colored black or white as shown
in algorithm 4 and goes as follows:
– If a black and a white combination is obtained, we will select the one with
the minimum cost and store it.
– Otherwise, if a black or white solution is obtained, we will store it.
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• Join: Generate all possible colorings for the node. For each combination in
the node, We fetch compatible colorings between its combinations and all the
children’s combinations and store the ones with the minimum cost as shown in
algorithm 3.
The fact that the above algorithm adopts a dynamic programming approach stems from
constructing partial solutions and storing them in a set of feasible solutions, stored at
the parent. The set size will increase as we come across an introduce node since it
is the only operation where we attempt to color the introduced vertex with the given
colors.
Many strategies have been proposed for solving problems on graphs of bounded treewidth
using a variant of the dynamic programming approach. For any such strategy, an al-
gorithm for a given problem must describe the tables involved and also describe how
tables are updated Telle and Proskurowski (1993).
Many enhancements to solving DS via DP on TD were made using a space-time trade-
off. For instance, one known method is to keep track of the state, dominated or not, of
each vertex in the graph and not just the ones in the node’s bag. This helps selecting the
best partial solution at each node, and avoids re-computations and gives a substantial
speedup from O(9kn) to O(4kn) Alber and Niedermeier (2002). The two limiting
factors are the amount of memory required to store the dynamic programming tables
of partial results from numerous subproblems at multiple tree nodes simultaneously,
and the total time required for the generation and subsequent node-by-node analysis of
the tree decomposition Sullivan et al. (2013).
There are serial frameworks developed such as the D-FLAT system, which combines
DP with answer-set programming (ASP). Here, the user specifies the DP algorithm
in the form of an answer-set program which is executed at each node of the decom-
position, thereby defining the DP algorithm explicitly, and other programs such as
SEQUOIA, dynASP, and dynPATRIX. However, these systems are either designed
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as tools for prototypical DP implementations, which are not easily extensible to new
application areas, or suffer from high memory demands for storing partial solutions
during the computation Charwat (2015). This begs for a parallel framework, which
supports extensible applications in different areas and resolves the high memory de-
mands.
Algorithm 1 DP-Reduce
Input: Tree Node treeNode
for each childNode in treeNode do
DP-Reduce(childNode)
end for
if treeNode is leaf then
Generate-All-Combinations(treeNode, 0, colors, coloring)
end if
if treeNode is introduce then
DP-Introduce(treeNode)
end if
if treeNode is forget then
DP-Forget(treeNode)
end if
if treeNode is join then
DP-Join(treeNode)
end if
Algorithm 2 Generate-All-Combination
Input: Tree Node treeNode, index index, colors colors ,coloring coloring
if size of coloring = size of treeNode vertices then
if coloring is valid then
Add coloring to treeNode solutions
end if
return
end if
for each color in colors do
coloring← color
Generate-All-Combination(treeNode, index+1, colors, coloring)
coloring remove color
end for
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Algorithm 3 DP-Join
Input: Tree Node treeNode
Generate-All-Combinations(node, 0, colors, coloring)
for each combination in combinations do
minCost←+∞
for each Le f tChildNodecombination in Le f tChildNodecombinations do
for each RightChildNodecombination in RightChildNodecombinations do
if Is-Compatible(combination,Le f tChildNodecombination,RightChildNodecombination)
then
cost←Le f tChildNodecombination.cost+RightChildNodecombination.cost
cost← cost− combination.cost
if cost < minCost then
minCost = cost
end if
end if
end for
end for
combination->cost = minCost
end for
Algorithm 4 DP-Forget
Input: Tree Node treeNode
Generate-All-Combinations(node, 0, colors, coloring)
for each childNodeCombination in childNodeCombinations do
whiteCombination←Get-Similar-Coloring(childNodeCombination,node,
extraVertex, white)
blackCombination←Get-Similar-Coloring(childNodeCombination,node,
extraVertex, black)
if whiteCombination 6= /0 and blackCombination 6= /0 then
node->store(Minimum-Cost(whiteCombination,blackCombination))
else if whiteCombination 6= /0 then
node->store(whiteCombination)
else if blackCombination 6= /0 then
node->store(blackCombination)
end if
Add-Extra-Vertex(childNodeCombination,gray)
node->store(childNodeCombination)
Add-Extra-Vertex(childNodeCombination,white)
if All-Extra-Vertex-Neighbors-Gray(childNodeCombination,extraVertex) then
Add-Extra-Vertex(childNodeCombination,black)
node->store(childNodeCombination)
end if
end for
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Algorithm 5 DP-Introduce
Input: Tree Node treeNode
for each childNodeCombination childNodeCombinations do
Add-Extra-Vertex(childNodeCombination,white)
if childNodeCombination is valid then
node->store(childNodeCombination)
end if
Add-Extra-Vertex(childNodeCombination,gray)
node->store(childNodeCombination)
Add-Extra-Vertex(childNodeCombination,white)
Add-Extra-Vertex(childNodeCombination,black)
node->store(childNodeCombination)
end for
Algorithm 6 Compute-Function
Input: tree node node
for each child in node.children do
Compute-Function(child)
end for
node.set← Generate-Sets()
node.set← Filter-Sets()
for each child in node.children do
node.set← compute(node, child)
end for
Figure 5: Tables of dynamic programming on tree decomposition.
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Chapter Four
A Parallel Framework
In this chapter, we introduce our parallel framework. Our underlying topology is the
clique topology. For us, the hardware can follow any physical arrangement as long as
there exists a communication path between each pair of computation units in a sys-
tem. The parallel framework addresses the four essential components of any parallel
algorithm:
Task Encoding. What constitute a single task? How do we represent it?
Initialization. How do we begin the computation? What task is initially assigned to
which computation unit?
Load Balancing. How are tasks created and exchanged? How do we make sure that
all computation units have equal task loads?
Termination Detection. When does the computation terminate?
4.1 Common Parallel Computing Techniques
In parallel algorithm design, even those deemed embarrassingly parallel, we have to
decide on a suitable inter-process communication protocol. For instance, the follow-
ing questions are often posed when designing a parallel algorithm: which computation
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unit(s) should read the data? How is the data partitioned and distributed to compu-
tation units? Should one computation unit read the data and broadcast it to all other
computation units involved in the computation? Will this process be responsible for
gathering the data at the end of computation to build the final result? Or should all
computation units be allowed to communicate with each other?
The above considerations lead us to the realization that almost all parallel algorithms
impose some kind of a communication graph that determines how processes cooperate
with each other. This communication graph is virtual and it is imposed solely by the
definition of process-to-process communication in the algorithm. See Abu-Khzam,
Mouawad, and Jahed (2015) for further details and related methodologies.
The master-worker pattern is one of the most widely used paradigm for designing dis-
tributed algorithms. In a master-worker computation, a special computational unit,
dubbed master is responsible for task distribution, load balancing, and termination de-
tection. Communication between workers in a master-worker computation is typically
avoided, making the master a bottleneck for communication. Despite its limited scal-
ibility, and mainly due to its simplicity, the master-worker approach has been used to
solve many important problems Durillo, Nebro, Luna, and Alba (2008).
At the cost of added complexity, a fully-decentralized approach allows for greater scal-
ability. This is since the communication throughput is not bounded by a single node
anymore. In a fully-distributed system every node is, at the same time, a master and
a worker. In other words, each node can assign and distribute tasks to other units,
and can also receive and process jobs from other nodes. Decentralized algorithms
typically dictates specific protocols for initialization, task distribution, progress mon-
itoring, and termination detection. Since our goal is out-most scalability, we adopt a
fully-decentralized paradigm when designing our framework.
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4.2 Task Encoding
In figure 4 of chapter II, we showed that each tree node is a discrete, smaller instance
of the original problem. For each tree node, the algorithm in 1, computes the opti-
mal solution for the sub-graph discovered so far. As a dynamic programing top-down
algorithm, computing the optimal solution at a given tree node requires the optimal
solutions of each child node. Therefore, we must be careful no schedule a task (node)
for computation prior to its children.
When dealing with network-based computer systems, one of the most important factors
is to minimize the amount of data transfer between computation units. This is espe-
cially true for heterogeneous compute clusters where the bandwidth and latency can
vary greatly between two different pairs of computation units. Since in a distributed
environment tasks are exchanged between computation units, the amount of data trans-
fer can quickly become a bottleneck for the computation. Computation units will be
spending too much time exchanging tasks rather than working on their own tasks es-
pecially since a task could be large being a subproblem consisting of a subgraph and
other information about the state of the search.
Since we are dealing with a graph problem and each task corresponds to a subgraph,
task encoding depends heavily on how we represent a graph. Two very well known
data structures to encode a given graph G = (V,E) are the adjacency matrix and the
adjacency list representations.We will be using the adjacency list (AL) because it is
a more compact representation that requires Θ(|E|) of storage. The AL is typically
implemented using an n cell array of linked lists where each list contains the neighbors
of a single vertex in the graph. Figure 6 shows an example of both data structures. All
computation units will contain the graph structure in order to check for neighbors, and
the tree decomposition of G will be given as well.
In the tree decomposition example, an instance is basically a tuple containing r tree
nodes. Each tree node contains an induced sub-graph H of G, a set S, its children
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0 1
2 3
4
5
6
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
2 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
3 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
4 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
5 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
6 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
1 2
0 2 3 5
0 1 3
1 2 4
3 5 6
1 4 6
4 5
Figure 6: An example Adjacency Matrix and Adjacency List
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children, and parent p. The data structure we will use to encode a given tree node is
y = (V,S). In the tree node representation, a node with n = |V | vertices is modeled
using an n cell array t. An entry in the array yV [i] is simply the vertex label from
G as illustrated in figure 7, and S will be the generated set of all possible colorings
or solutions obtained from the child as discussed in the previous chapter. yS[i] will
reference the ith coloring in the set S. Of course the sets will be validated, and invalid
colorings will be discarded. Obviously, the solution set of the tree node representation
has a space of complexity of Θ(3n). Each computation unit will store the tree and
graph structures, but they do not have to store all the other tree nodes’ solutions.
V ⇒ 1 2
Figure 7: A vertex array V in a tree
node.
S =

{g, g }
{b, b}
{w, w}
{g, b}
{g, w}
{b, w}
{b, g}
{w, g}
{w, b}
Figure 8: A coloring set S of V .
If each tree node stores its generated set along with the solutions obtained for each tree
node on a single computation unit, the computation unit has to have a huge amount
of memory. Thus, making it impractical and infeasible due to the huge amount of
memory. For instance, the tree shown in figure 9 shows that such tree with their sets
is difficult to store on a single computer. In order to solve this problem, we can dele-
gate an ancestry path for the computation unit. In other words, each computation unit
will be assigned a path from the leaf to the root or to an assigned parent. Afterwards,
we can assign the remaining paths to the least loaded computational units. Unfortu-
nately, this will not work because tree nodes have different bag sizes and will keep
other computational unit idle. Transmitting the data with their coloring set has a huge
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Figure 9: An example of an unbalanced tree decomposition with 127 nodes.
negative impact on the system congesting the network and negatively impacting the
performance.
This problem calls for task-encoding schema that do not require each computation unit
to store each tree nodes’ set. Each computation unit will store the tree structure to
avoid sending the whole tree, and not all computation units will store the whole states
of the computation of the tree decomposition. That way, when a computation unit
receives a task from a computation node, it only has to queue or compute it. One of
other advantage of completing a computation is that the child’s set can be dropped
freeing the memory of that computation unit memory for more tasks.
We will be using a completely decentralized approach for our framework because of
its efficiency and scalability. Each computation unit will be able to easily find its task
which is basically the tree node from the tree decomposition, and from that node it
begins its computation.
After each completed task, the computation unit that was responsible for the com-
putation will send the new solution set back to the originator. For the “bottom-up”
approach, the computation unit that has The parent node will receive and eliminate the
solutions obtained from its children. This is because not all those solutions are valid
to its other children. Thus, it will be decreasing the set size even further for the next
evaluation. After the final task is completed and evaluated, the computation unit that
contains the root node will store all feasible solutions of the graph. On the other hand,
through using the “top-down” approach, we simply have to send the index of the tree
node to an idle computation unit which will then either enqueue or compute it.
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One of the main features that enables the framework to tackle other graph problems
is the validation function which is present in all three operations of algorithm 6, and
the generate function that enables the user to choose the different colorings they wish
to use. The addition of a custom validation function in this parallel framework makes
it flexible. This function takes the coloring obtained along with a tree node’s induced
sub-graph, and the user has to determine if the coloring obtained form a solution.
We can finally conclude this section with the encoding of a node in a tree decomposi-
tion as follows:
type is an enum label of the type of tree node in the nice tree decomposition.
vertices is a list of vertices found in a tree node.
solutions is a set of all feasible colorings of the tree node.
Pnode to denote the parent of the current node.
Cnode to denote the indices of its children nodes.
extra− vertex to denote the vertex difference between the parent and child node.
As Well as the task structures along with states which goes as follows:
• Status Update Task:
status is a boolean status for every computation unit in the cluster (busy or idle).
• Tree Node Index Task:
treeNodeIndex is the tree node index inside the tree decomposition.
originator is the index of the computation unit that created the task.
• Result Task:
treeNodeSet is the tree node results obtained.
originator is the index of the computation unit that will receive the data.
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4.3 Initialization
One traditional centralized approach for initializing the computation is for some root
computation unit to start, and for other computation units to remain idle and await to
receive their tasks from the central computation unit to begin their computation. While
the simplicity and automatic nature of this approach is rather appealing, an overhead
maybe placed on a single computation unit, but a necessary one. As long as the root
does not compute like the other computation units, the system will be congested and
restricted to this single computation unit. Clearly, a centralized approach is not an
approach that can scale to thousands of computation units or tree nodes.
In the “bottom-up” approach, we would work create an organized task list T L which
comes in the form of a queue. The task list T L is organized level-by-level starting
from the leaves moving upwards until the root, and the size of T L will be exactly the
number of nodes in tree decomposition. One way of distributing the tree nodes is by
using the circular algorithm which means that we assign the first tree node in T L to the
first computation unit, the second one to the second, etc. We keep on repeating until
all the tree nodes have been assigned. That way, we go up by levels in the tree adding
only the parent nodes which are not already in the list as shown in Algorithm 7. This
approach will cause starvation and might block other computation units, and as such
we did something different.
As we stated previously, we will be using the “top-down” approach. We demonstrate
how the parallel algorithm in algorithm 9 works. The first computation unit will begin
moving through the tree from the root. As it progresses, when the a tree node has more
than one child, we have to account for a few cases on when to delegate. We must always
make sure that a computation unit does not delegate all the tree node children, and that
it has has to have tasks for itself. We have to check if a certain THRESHOLD is met.
The threshold can be done as one of either on the node level such that we delegate
sub-trees to other computation units. In other words, we will calculate the number of
tree nodes for each sub-tree and based on that value, we will either keep the task or
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delegate. This is impractical due to the number of vertices might vary drastically from
sub-tree to sub-tree, and as such we will use the threshold as the number of vertices
found in a sub-tree. The threshold is calculated via the number of vertices for each
sub-tree, and delegate accordingly. Afterwards, we will continue traversal of the tree
until we reach a point where we have to wait for the data from the delegated nodes.
Part of the initialization step is to initialize the embedded MPI framework. This is sim-
ply creating the thread that will handle the communications between each computation
unit. It will always listen for each computation unit for any updates. For instance, if
the computation task is presented with a new task, it will automatically enqueue it so
that the computation thread can read from that queue synchronously and either dele-
gate or compute it. It will also broadcast the status of the computation unit to all other
computation units in order to obtain a task. Lastly, it will also transmits the results to
the idle process. How it works is that each computation unit will probe an MPI receive
if it exists.
We can deduce from the “bottom-up” approach that we guarantee no computation unit
will skip a level until all computation units reach the same level. In this model, all the
computation units will start the computation and at the end of their computation, they
will send their solution sets to their respective parent independent from other compu-
tation units. As illustrated in the first part of Algorithm 8, the tree nodes distribution
will be somewhat equal among the computation units, and because of advanced cluster
system which allowed all computation units to have common storage, broadcasting the
shared data can be avoided! Eventually, all computation units will start working from
the T L and each computation unit can find out where each node is located by simply
indexing the tree. In the "top-down" approach, we neither have to distribute the tasks at
the beginning nor have to keep track to whom we delegated. We will encode the orig-
inator in the task itself so that the computation unit that did the computation send the
solution back to the originator who requires the solution to continue the computation.
Optimally, we would like all computation units to keep working on assigned tasks and
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not remain idle. In other words, we do not want to synchronize the computation units
at each level so that the level acts as a barrier and only when all the computation units
reached this level, they may proceed. Our fully distributed computation initialization
scheme does not require any cooperation between computation units when it comes to
computing solutions. The only time a computation unit remains idle is when a parent
is waiting for the child to complete its computation.
Algorithm 7 Create-Task-List
Input: The tree decomposition T , computation units cu
Output: Distribution of the tree nodes to the computation units
sort-tree-by-level(T )
for i← 0 to |T | do
task_list← i/|cu|
end for
return task_list
Algorithm 8 Worker-List-Traversal
Input: tree node sets c, Graph G, computation unit cu
task_list← Create-Task-List(T )
for each node in task_list do
if node is parent then
for ∀child ∈ node.children do
node.set← Get-Valid-Sets(child)
end for
else
node.set← Generate-Sets()
end if
node← compute(node,Pnode)
end for
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Algorithm 9 Parallel-DP
Input: Tree Node treeNode
for each childNode in treeNode do
if childNode is last or Threshold then
Parallel-DP(childNode)
else
Delegate(childNode)
end if
end for
for each childNode in treeNode do
if childNode is delegated then
wait for childNode
end if
end for
if treeNode is leaf then
Generate-All-Combinations(treeNode, 0, colors, coloring)
end if
if treeNode is introduce then
DP-Introduce(treeNode)
end if
if treeNode is forget then
DP-Forget(treeNode)
end if
if treeNode is join then
DP-Join(treeNode)
end if
Algorithm 10 Parallel-Compute-Function
Input: tree node node
for each child in node.children do
if child is last or Threshold then
Parallel-Compute-Function(child)
else
Delegate(child)
end if
end for
for each child in treeNode do
if child is delegated then
wait for child
end if
end for
node.set← Generate-Sets()
node.set← Filter-Sets()
for each child in node.children do
node.set← compute(node, child)
end for
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4.4 Dynamic Load Balancing
Our initial task assignment strategy allows a computation unit to independently find the
units handling its neighboring tree nodes (those corresponding to parents and children
of the tree nodes it is handling). However, the strategy does not guarantee that the
weights of its tasks will be close to those of the other computation units. In other words,
what if the size of the tree nodes it contains are hefty, or the tree has an imbalanced
structure which will lead to a very asynchronous workload that is very difficult to
balance Sullivan et al. (2013). This is true since the tree nodes in T may vary in
size. This means that some computation units may finish their tasks earlier than other
computation units and as such they become idle. When a computation unit becomes
IDLE, it is allowed to move on in the task list as long as the parent’s children have
finished its computation. For this section, we are interested in the tree node (i.e., task)
distribution.
In a centralized load balancing scheme, one computation unit is designated as master
while other computation units serve as workers. The master’s sole purpose is to gener-
ate and serve tasks to workers. However, a centralized load balancing approach is not
scalable as the master computation unit will quickly become a bottleneck when thou-
sands of computation units are involved in the computation. In a fully distributed load
balancing scheme, all computation units serve both the role of a master and the role
of a worker. Particularly, every computation unit is allowed to compute and distribute
tasks to other computation unit rather than each computation unit to have their set of
tasks ahead of time. Decentralized load balancing schema are a perfect match for dy-
namic programming algorithms. This is true since each computation unit contain tree
nodes of the main tree. This property abolishes the communication overhead required
to make sure that all given tasks are distributed to all computation units.
One requirement to ensure good load balancing and to reduce the overall communica-
tion overhead is to make sure to always distribute the tree nodes such that their total
is equal, but unfortunately this problem is NP-Hard because it would be similar to the
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k-Subset problem where we have to divide a set into k subsets such that all subsets have
equal sum, and we also have to take into account the size of each node which gives this
problem two dependencies. If a task is big enough to require a lot of time, the compu-
tation unit is less likely to finish and move up the tree in a timely manner. Weighting
the tasks has always been a challenge for decentralized load balancing scheme as it
requires the calculation of every task’s complexity.
One added bonus of decentralized computations is the minimal communication they
entail. A computation unit can easily obtain the set it requires, and continue working
on its task. For that purpose, each computation unit must keep track of two pieces of
information:
process_availability is a flag that set a computation unit as idle or busy doing compu-
tation so that it may pass on the task or work on it.
task_originator is the computation unit index of who generated the task so that the
computation that is working on it sends it back to it rather than having a chain of
callbacks.
In the “bottom-up” approach, as we progress through the task_list, we will hit points
where a parent can have multiple children, and as such will force a computation unit
ci, which has on the children node, to remain idle so that the parent can get the new
set. This is impractical because what if ci has another task which can be executed
concurrently with this task (This task would be on the same level), Thus, when ci
detects that a parent is preoccupied, it may skip this task on a condition that it does not
move up the tree and remain on the same level.
To see how we may handle load balancing for task tasks assigned to computation units,
consider the tree decomposition shown in figure 10. We will discuss four scenarios il-
lustrated in this figure. In these four scenarios, the nodes are scattered in such away
that each computation node will contain three tree nodes. We will be given a compu-
tation c0 in each scenario, and we will observe and study c0’s behavior and how it will
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overcome certain obstacles.
In the first scenario (the red scenario), c0 contains the tree nodes [y14, y8, y3]. This is
a typical illustration of our algorithm and it would act in a layered fashion meaning it
will begin with node y14, and wait for all other computation units to complete level 4
before progressing to level 3. Once it finishes and reach y8, it cannot progress because
of y8’s non-computed children which are y16 and y15 before it can progress to y3 at
level 2. One thing c0 has overcome, and that is the fact that once it reaches the next
level, it will have to wait for the solutions to be computed. Because of the fact that it
remained idle, distributing the tasks as such is impractical, and it could have worked
on the children tasks itself.
In the second scenario (The green scenario), c0 contains the tree nodes [y5, y6, y7].
We can note all these nodes are on the same level 3. c0 has to remain idle for all its
descendant nodes to finish (Shown with the 3 dots) matching before it can start to do
any matching with its parent. This will keep the process that contains the parent which
is y2 idle while it could take one of the children to begin computation. Nevertheless, it
will be optimal because only c0 will have to communicate with with computation unit
that houses y2.
In the third scenario (The yellow scenario), c0 contains the tree nodes [y10, y11, y12].
We can note all these nodes are on the same level 3 and that y10 and both y11 and y12
are cousins. In trees, two nodes are cousins of each other if they are at same level and
have different parents. If y13 has already began to compute a matching with y4, y11 and
y12 will have to remain idle. Thus, if the first node in the queue of execution is either
y12 or y11, c0 will remain idle until y4 becomes free before it continues. Similarly if
y3 was preoccupied and y10 was next in the task list, then c0 has to remain idle. To
avoid this issue, we can allow c0 to skip tasks that will keep it idle to find another node
which can start matching. This will halt the computation for either sub-trees while the
computation units that contains the roots could have computed them if they were idle.
This scenario will cause a bottleneck for each subtree.
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In the fourth scenario (The magenta scenario), c0 contains the tree nodes [y2, y9, y4].
We can note that all these nodes are from different subtrees. We can deduce that y9
should be first in the task list followed by either y2 or y4. In such a scenario, the idea
of delegation can come in handy in order to minimize the communication, and c0 can
delegate y2 to idle computation units if c0 was busy with other computations like y4 or
y9. At level 2 or 3, most of the computation units will be idle, and it would speed up
the process to give an idle computation unit a task from a different subtree to compute
independently from the current computation, but it will also cause a blockade while
moving up the tree for each subtree. If c0 began computation at y9, the subtrees that
has the y2 and y4 will be blocked and waiting for c0 to finish. This will lead to a
bottleneck. We can conclude from this scenario that distributing tree nodes randomly
from different subtrees is inefficient.
y9y8y7y6y5 y10 y11 y12 y13
y2 y3 y4
y1
y16 y15y14
Figure 10: A layered a tree decomposition
To speed up computations, we noted before that parent-child matching can be done
independently for each subtree, and this provides us the chance to scale up the compu-
tation drastically. For the “bottom-up” approach, rather than approaching the compu-
tation in a layer by layer fashion which can be easily done (but also cause a bottleneck)
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we can traverse the tree node by node because once a parent’s children finish their
computation, the parent will have the final result for the current subtree, and can di-
rectly communicate its results to its own parent. On the other hand, for the “top-down”
approach, we will allow one computation node to begin from the root, and as it pro-
gresses through the tree (and if a tree node has more than one child) we will delegate
its children to other computation units except for one which this process will handle.
Likewise, the computation units that receive the delegated tree node will traverse this
subtree and perform the same delegation. In this manner, no computation process will
remain idle or blocked, and each computation unit will receive a task when it reports
that it is idle.
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Figure 11: An example of an unbalanced tree decomposition
4.5 Termination
We can distinguish between two types of termination: positive termination and nega-
tive termination. Positive termination occurs when a “Yes” answer was found by some
computation unit. In our case, we will always find a yes answer because we will be
targeting the optimal solution, but in the case of parameterized problems a negative
termination may occur if a computation unit does not successfully find a set of vertices
that lead to a solution of size k (or less) in the graph. Nevertheless the instance will be
solved and all computation unit will terminate their computation.
Termination detection is for a computation unit to be able to autonomously detect that
the computation has terminated (be it positively or negatively) in order to terminate its
own process. A naive strategy for termination detection is for a computation unit to
keep track of the status of each other computation unit. The status is typically either
idle (no tasks/tree nodes available) or busy (already processing a task). A computa-
tion unit can safely terminate in this case whenever all computation units become idle.
This binary strategy, however, highly depends on broadcasting messages and assumes
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Figure 12: An example of a nice tree decomposition of figure 11
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a fully connected topology. Whenever a computation unit receives/finishes a task, it
has to send a “broadcast” message informing all other computation units. In a compu-
tation involving thousands of computation units, many computation units can change
status very frequently, which results in having the network flooded with broadcast mes-
sages that degrade the computational throughput. Although broadcast algorithms are
becoming more and more efficient, they are considered the worst collective operations
in high performance communication (at least in the OpenMPI implementation Raben-
seifner (2000)). In this section, we present a couple of simple strategies to terminate
all computation units without using collective broadcast messages.
A simple way to ensure that a computation is complete is to check if all the computation
units have completed their current tasks found in the task_list. Thus, we can safely
terminate. The solution will always be with the computation unit that has the root
node of the tree, and will be the final computation unit to terminate. In doing so, we
do not take advantage of computation unit to delegate tasks to. This will not speed up
the computation because subtrees can be computed independently, but yet the current
computation unit will remain busy with a different heavy task and probably with other
heavy tasks.
Another strategy that we adopt in order to ensure that all the computation is complete
is to allow the computation unit with the root node to broadcast a message when it
finishes computing the last task. This determines that the computation units are safe
to terminate. Using this strategy, we achieve better speed-up since we will have better
load balancing (the idle computation units will be used for task delegation). Yet, we
will pay for one computation unit to broadcast to the other computation units that the
computation has terminated.
If a “no instance” is allowed, this can be easily detected because, as we progress
through levels in the tree, we will have empty sets as solution sets among the com-
putation units, and thus after a few levels we can safely terminate the computation
because no solution or solution of size k or less has been found.
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The strategy we are adopting is simply detecting that all the processes become idle. The
communications are done on a separate thread than the main thread which is actually
doing the computation.
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Chapter Five
Experimental Analysis
To evaluate the performance of our parallel framework we implemented the dynamic
programming on tree decomposition algorithm for Dominating Set presented in chap-
ter IV using our framework. The algorithms were implemented in C++ using the Open-
MPI library, a Message Passing Interface (MPI) implementation. We ran a number of
experiments to measure the running time, memory usage, communication overhead,
and the performance of various parts of our framework. In this chapter, we first begin
by presenting a brief overview of the implementation strategy followed by our testbed
and experimental results.
5.1 Implementation
We use the adjacency matrix data structure to represent the input graph. This is justified
since some of the graph instances we are tackling are dense by nature. Moreover, we
use the tree encoding illustrated earlier. We do not have to create a copy of each
subgraph corresponding to a tree node since the edges can be easily queried from the
original graph. Thus, we can reserve more memory for the sets, and we will also use a
structure called set found in the tree encoding which contains all the possible coloring
generated or obtained at the start of the feasible solutions.
All computation units begin reading the input graph and constructing the adjacency
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matrix and tree decomposition simultaneously. In the beginning, all computation units
will be idle awaiting for tasks. The processor with the smallest rank will begin travers-
ing the tree decomposition for the root node in a post-order manner. Whenever a pro-
cessor reaches a non-unary node, it delegates as much of the nodes’ children to IDLE
processes as possible. The more a computation unit moves deeper in the tree, the more
it will delegate tasks.
5.2 Testbed
We used synthetic data generated by the open source library "htd" so we may generate
graphs with up to 500 vertices (see Abseher, Musliu, and Woltran (2016)). "htd" uti-
lizes multiple algorithms including the "quickBB" algorithm to obtain lower and upper
bounds on the width of an optimum tree decomposition. For more details regarding
the algorithm we refer the reader to Gogate and Dechter (2004). We also acquired data
from the well known collaborative online database treedecompositions.com. As an
open database, anyone can submit graphs along with valid tree decompositions (not
necessarily optimal). Users can browse graph instances and submit possibly better
tree decompositions. Unfortunately, the largest graph in that database has only 150
vertices, which is why we also resorted to synthetic instances.
5.3 Experimental Results
We ran our parallel framework on a cluster composed of 16 compute nodes each
equipped with 2 vCPUs. Therefore, we can run our experiments on a maximum of
32 cores. Each node is equipped with 2GB of RAM and 40GB of SSD storage. All
nodes are interconnected via a high-speed 10GB Ethernet network. Furthermore, We
ran our serial code on a single node of that cluster with the same specifications.
We tested our framework on graphs obtained together with their nice tree decom-
positions from the above sources. Most instances obtained from the treedecompo-
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sition.com database have skewed tree decompositions in the sense that the trees are
path-like. We synthesized other graphs that have more balanced tree decomposition
and used the htd library to obtain their corresponding nice tree decompositions. To
set a benchmark running time, we fed those instances to the sequential framework
(Algorithm 1), and show the running times in table 1 and table 3.
We compare the parallel against the sequential as the treewidth and the number of
vertices varies. The results are shown in tables 1 and 3. For the sequential algorithm,
it took some time to compute a solution with a large number of vertices. Moreover, it
started to take more than 10 minutes as the treewidth reached 8. The results obtained
are normal because of the running time of the algorithm which is exponential. When
the treewidth value is 10, it took more than 15 hours for the process to complete and
terminate. As the treewidth increases to 15 and above, the algorithm becomes even
more memory hungry and as such the nodes in our cluster ran out of memory for a
processor around 10 minutes into the computation.
As expected, the parallel algorithm performed far better than the sequential algorithm.
The sequential algorithm’s performance exponentially grew as the treewidth grew. The
parallel algorithm’s performance was as expected, and performed very well when it
came to distributing the load among the processes. Table 1 shows the performances of
the parallel framework while varying the number of cores. We tested the scalability of
the framework by using 4, 8, 16, and 32 cores. The framework showed good scalability
as it scaled up to 32 cores when the nice tree decomposition was nearly balanced as
shown in table 3. We can see that using 4 cores, the algorithm took 623 seconds
as opposed to 214 seconds when using 32 cores. However, we did observe that our
approach does not scale well when the trees are path-like. Thus, it does not contain
many join nodes, which affects the amount of task delegation.
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Table 1: Sequential and Parallel Running Times in seconds on unbalanced
nice Tree Decomposition
TW |V| |E| C1 C4 C8 C16 C32
4 100 158 345 211 166 125 128
4 200 354 478 230 207 168 160
5 300 537 628 351 299 269 247
5 400 733 868 463 400 465 335
4 500 652 1118 662 623 563 565
8 51 140 2034 1651 1616 1564 1237
9 40 183 1661 689 595 574 584
Table 2: Average waiting time in seconds to receive results for unbalanced
nice Tree Decomposition
TW |V| |E| C4 C8 C16 C32
4 100 158 10 8 6 4
4 200 354 12 9 6 5
5 300 537 11 8 7 5
5 400 733 13 10 8 7
4 500 652 15 11 9 8
8 51 140 20 16 10 11
9 40 183 37 60 32 12
Table 3: Sequential and Parallel Running Time in seconds of near balanced
nice Tree Decomposition
TW |V| |E| C1 C4 C8 C16 C32
5 517 525 1276 561 401 288 197
6 518 531 1539 674 501 338 219
7 519 538 1855 878 591 395 274
8 520 546 2162 920 663 507 325
Table 4: Average waiting time in seconds to receive results of near balanced
nice Tree Decomposition
TW |V| |E| C4 C8 C16 C32
5 517 525 20 20 20 17
6 518 531 19 20 19 17
7 519 538 21 20 19 19
8 520 546 20 19 17 16
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Figure 13: Running time for the sequential and parallel framework for unbalanced nice
tree decomposition
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Figure 14: Running time for the sequential and parallel framework for near balanced
nice tree decomposition
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Chapter Six
Concluding Remarks
We presented a scalable parallel framework that uses dynamic programming on tree
decomposition to solve domination-like problems on graphs. Our framework is a com-
bination of an efficient task encoding approach, and a novel methodology to control
communications and memory. We explored different approaches for implementing
the parallel framework and proposed a decentralized approach as a resulting solution.
Testbed implementation and experimental results showed that our framework can pro-
vide a solution with near linear speedup.
Future work includes adding multi-threading to the dynamic programming set opera-
tions, and the possibility of using a larger environment to accompany memory of size
of the generated solutions. Our approach performs better on balanced trees and the
performance degrades as the tree decomposition becomes close to a path decomposi-
tion. Our future plan includes amending the proposed framework to be able to handle
such extreme cases.
We have addressed the generic (classical) Dominating Set problem. The same ap-
proach works for similar domination problems since in most (if not all) such problems
the status of a vertex during the search for a solution can be encoded via a coloring
scheme. A challenging, but not impossible, task would be to address the connectivity
constraint. Connected domination is of particular interest due to a number of applica-
tions. Currently the fastest exact algorithm for Connected Dominating Set (CDS) runs
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in O(1.8619n) Abu-Khzam, Mouawad, and Liedloff (2011). Our future plan includes a
parallel CDS algorithm on graphs of bounded treewidth. For this we intend to consider
the approach presented Cygan et al. (2011) along with the framework presented in this
thesis.
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